The Dartmouth Eye Institute

From 1921 to 1947, the center of research into visual perception in the United States was in the rural hamlet of Hanover, New Hampshire. Situated on the campus of Dartmouth College, The Dartmouth Eye Institute (DEI) fostered an uncommon collaboration of physiologists, psychophysicists, ophthalmologists, and optometrists. Whether their work will have lasting impact is still to be determined, but it dominated the concepts and publications in this field for a large part of the past century.

The energy behind the DEI was Adelbert Ames, II, a lawyer, painter, and sculptor from Massachusetts. After a fellowship in visual psychology at Clark University, and a stint in the United States Army, he became skilled in designing optical instruments. In 1939, he came to Hanover, New Hampshire to study physics at Dartmouth College with Charles Proctor. Their first joint publication, "The Dioptrics of the Eye," gained so much attention that Dartmouth College created in 1941 a Department of Physiological Optics with Ames and Proctor in charge.

In 1935, Bielschowsky attracted Hermann Burian, MD from Prague. Burian later joined the Department of Ophthalmology at the University of Iowa, where he completed a flourishing academic career in refraction and optics.

DEI researchers Elmer Carlton, MD, an ophthalmologist, and Leo Madigan, OD, an optometrist, postulated that aniseikonia caused headaches, fatigue, carressickness, dizziness, spells, and stomach disorders.

When World War II ended, funding for the DEI began to falter. It closed unceremoniously in 1947. The idea of curing various body ailments with eikonic lenses, so much the rage in the United States during the height of the DEI, is now viewed with bemusement.

DEI researchers Elmer Carlton, MD, an ophthalmologist, and Leo Madigan, OD experimenting at the DEI with an early model of an eikonometer (circa 1936).

The most famous ophthalmologist to join the DEI was Alfred Bielschowsky, MD, an ophthalmologist and professor at the University of Breslau, Germany, already known as "the pope of strabismus." When he became the target of anti-Semitic outbursts in 1934, he left Germany for a position at the DEI. He devoted himself largely to the treatment of ocular misalignments.

The DEI soon gained national attention for the development of instruments to measure and correct phorias and interocular image size differences.
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The Department soon attracted talent, including Gordon Gliddon, a lens designer from the Eastman Kodak Company and Kenneth Ogle in optics, who gained his PhD under Ames. In 1930, the DEI was established as a separate entity on the Dartmouth campus.

The term "aniseikonia" was introduced by Walter Lancaster, MD, an ophthalmologist who later became director of the DEI.


The "Lyman Dingbat." In 1928, Ames got the patent on this device for the correction of cyclophorias. It combines a negative power lens as the eyepiece and a positive power lens as the objective key placed at ninety degrees to the mirror. Two reflections are used, one between the lenses and one outside the Galilean telescope. The reflector also rotation of the image in the vertical and horizontal axes. (No one alive knows the origin of the term "Lyman Dingbat".)

Hermann Burian, MD, a lawyer, painter, and sculptor from Massachusetts.